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FLAMINGO

230V
IP65
IK 06

available colors:
 .01 black
 .08 antrachite
 .09 bronze

Applique

Design by 
Sara Moroni

Body and wall mounting rod made in corrosion 
resistant and painted aluminium alloy. Protection 
with anodizing treatment, epoxy powder base 
coating and polyester painting. Diffuser made 
in opal PMMA. Product with no visible screws. 
Cable input Ø 8÷10 mm.

A family of spacious and versatile light 
products, designed for “contemporary spaces” 
where boundary between indoors and outdoors 
is dissolved. The soft and diffused light effect is 
comfortable, scenic and completely full CUT-
OFF. Applique, maxi adjustable applique with 
long outreaches, floor lamps and poles at 
different heights, suspensions and ceiling 
products designed to bring the light only where 
it is needed, exploiting the existing light points. 
Fine 
lines and miniaturized dimensions for a 
practical, functional and versatile family. The 
Applique versions of Flamingo are suitable for: 
terraces, dining areas, porches, wellness areas, 
bathrooms, covered walkways and cavaediums.
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30 10 1X6 
9W LED
220-240V 50/60Hz
Class I

30 10 2X6 
9W LED
220-240V 50/60Hz
Class I

30 10 3X6 
9W LED
220-240V 50/60Hz
Class I

FLAMINGO Applique
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FLAMINGO

230V
IP65
IK 06

available colors:
 .01 black
 .08 antrachite
 .09 bronze

Downlight

Design by 
Sara Moroni

Body and ceiling mounting arm made in corrosion 
resistant and painted aluminium alloy. Protection 
with anodized treatment, epoxy powder base 
coating and polyester painting. Diffuser made 
in opal PMMA. Product with no visible screws. 
Cable input Ø 8÷10 mm.

A family of spacious and versatile light 
products, designed for “contemporary spaces” 
where boundary between indoors and outdoors 
is dissolved. The soft and diffused light effect is 
comfortable, scenic and completely full CUT-
OFF. Applique, maxi adjustable applique with 
long outreaches, floor lamps and poles 
at different heights, suspensions and ceiling 
products designed to bring the light only where 
it is needed, exploiting the existing light points. 
Simple, soft and elegant shapes to emphasize 
the areas, exploiting the light points on the 
ceiling. Two versions available: technical and 
compact or decorative and suspended, with 
long rigid rod. The Downlight versions 
of Flamingo are suitable for: terraces, dining 
areas, living areas, porches, covered walkways, 
bathrooms, and wellness areas.
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WHITE versions available:
1 = 3000K (750lm) 
6 = 4000K (750lm)
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30 70 1X6 
9W LED
220-240V 50/60Hz
Class I

30 70 2X6 
9W LED
220-240V 50/60Hz
Class I

FLAMINGO Downlight
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FLAMINGO

230V
IP65/IP44
IK 06

available colors:
 .01 black
 .08 antrachite
 .09 bronze

Bollard

Design by 
Sara Moroni

Body and base plate made in corrosion resistant 
and painted aluminium alloy. Protection with 
anodizing treatment, epoxy powder base coating 
and polyester painting. Diffuser made in opal 
PMMA. Product with no visible screws. Cable 
input Ø 8÷10 mm.

A family of spacious and versatile light 
products, designed for “contemporary spaces” 
where boundary between indoors and outdoors 
is dissolved. The soft and diffused light effect is 
comfortable, scenic and completely full CUT-
OFF. Applique, maxi adjustable applique with 
long outreaches, floor lamps and poles at 
different heights, suspensions and ceiling 
products designed to bring the light only where 
it is needed, exploiting the existing light points. 
Simple, soft and elegant shapes to emphasize 
the areas, exploiting the light points on the 
ceiling. Two versions available: technical and 
compact or decorative and suspended, with 
long rigid rod. The Pole versions of Flamingo 
are suitable for: terraces, dining areas, living 
areas, porches, covered walkways, bathrooms, 
and wellness areas
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How to create 
the product code?
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How to create 
the product code?

WHITE versions available:
1 = 3000K (750lm) 
6 = 4000K (750lm)

WHITE versions available:
1 = 3000K (750lm) 
6 = 4000K (750lm)

WHITE versions available:
1 = 3000K (750lm) 
6 = 4000K (750lm)
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30 40 1X6 
9W LED
220-240V 50/60Hz
Class I

30 40 2X6 
9W LED
220-240V 50/60Hz
Class I

30 40 3X6 
9W LED
220-240V 50/60Hz
Class I

FLAMINGO Bollard

89 50 040
Tie rod
Tirefond

89 50 041
Spike 
Piquet

ACCESSORIES 

30 50 2X6 
9W LED
220-240V 50/60Hz
Class I
IP44
SCHUKO included

30 50 3X6 
9W LED
220-240V 50/60Hz
Class I
IP44
SCHUKO included




